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Home-made dolls exhibition in Ankara (11)
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: A general view of a home-made dolls exhibition. Turkish housewife Sule Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: A general view of a home-made dolls exhibition. Turkish housewife Sule Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: A general view of a home-made dolls exhibition. Turkish housewife Sule Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: A general view of a home-made dolls exhibition. Turkish housewife Sule Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: Turkish housewife Sule Karal gestures during her home-made dolls exhibition. Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: A general view of a home-made dolls exhibition. Turkish housewife Sule Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: A general view of a home-made dolls exhibition. Turkish housewife Sule Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: Turkish housewife Sule Karal poses for a photograph during her home-made dolls exhibition. Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: A general view of a home-made dolls exhibition. Turkish housewife Sule Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: A general view of a home-made dolls exhibition. Turkish housewife Sule Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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09 March 2019, Turkey, Ankara: A general view of a home-made dolls exhibition. Turkish housewife Sule Karal has started to make traditional home-made dolls with her own style after taking several lessons at a municipality. Photo: Altan Gocher | usage worldwide
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